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Crippling a Nation
1984

report on health services and the health of blacks
under apartheid in south africa r covers malnutrition
infant mortality infectious diseases occupational
health mental health and medical personnel maps
photographs and references

In the Name of Apartheid
1988

joseph hanlon pieces together the details of apartheid
south africa s military attacks on its neighbours and
relates them to the control the apartheid system
exercises thorugh its economic power and control of the
transport system in the region north america indiana u
press

Beggar Your Neighbours
1986

history of southern africa republic of south africa

Ad & Wal
2014

in a history of the university presses in apartheid
south africa elizabeth le roux examines the origins
publishing lists and philosophies of the university
presses as well as academic freedom and knowledge
production during the apartheid era



A Social History of the University
Presses in Apartheid South Africa
2015-10-14

the first thorough account of south african jewish
religious political and educational institutions in
relation to the apartheid regime

The South African Connection
1973

as athletes of today grapple with how to use their
public platforms to fight for activist causes sport and
apartheid south africa histories of politics power and
protest examines a set of longer histories of sport
race and activism the book seeks to uncover and
understand new historical aspects of apartheid and
sport challenge myths and rethink dominant narratives
it examines the subject of racially segregated sport in
south africa from national and transnational
perspectives asking questions about how athletes and
administrators transnational anti apartheid groups and
activists and politicians around the world interpreted
and internalized racial segregation in south africa by
connecting the local to the global this book
illuminates the ways in which apartheid sport animated
national and international debates ranging from racism
and human rights to cold war politics and post
colonialism sport and apartheid south africa is a
significant new contribution to the study of race and
politics in sport and will be a great resource for
academics researchers and advanced students of history
politics international relations sociology and
political geography the chapters in this book were
originally published in the international journal of



the history of sport

Community and Conscience
2003

south africa the rise and fall of apartheid examines
the history of south africa from 1948 to the present
day covering the introduction of the oppressive policy
of apartheid when the nationalists came to power its
mounting opposition in the 1970s and 1980s its eventual
collapse in the 1990s and its legacy up to the present
day fully revised the third edition includes new
material on the impact of apartheid including the
social and cultural effects of the urbanization that
occurred when africans were forced out of rural areas
analysis of recent political and economic issues that
are rooted in the apartheid regime particularly
continuing unemployment and the emergence of opposition
political parties such as the economic freedom fighters
an updated further reading section reflecting the
greatly increased availability of online materials an
expanded set of primary source documents providing
insight into the minds of those who enforced apartheid
and those who fought it illustrated with photographs
maps and figures and including a chronology of events
glossary and who s who of key figures this essential
text provides students with a current clear and
succinct introduction to the ideology and practice of
apartheid in south africa

Sport and Apartheid South Africa
2021-11-29

stephanie urdang was born in cape town south africa
into a white jewish family staunchly opposed to the



apartheid regime in 1967 at the age of twenty three no
longer able to tolerate the grotesque iniquities and
oppression of apartheid she chose exile and emigrated
to the united states there she embraced feminism met
anti apartheid and solidarity movement activists and
encountered a particularly american brand of racial
injustice urdang also met african revolutionaries such
as amilcar cabral who would influence her return to
africa and her subsequent journalism in 1974 she
trekked through the liberation zones of guinea bissau
during its war of independence in the 1980 s she
returned repeatedly to mozambique and saw how south
africa was fomenting a civil war aimed to destroy the
newly independent country from the vantage point of her
activism in the united states and from her travels in
africa urdang tracked and wrote about the slow
inexorable demise of apartheid that led to south africa
s first democratic elections when she could finally
return home urdang s memoir maps out her quest for the
meaning of home and for the lived reality of revolution
with empathy courage and a keen eye for historical and
geographic detail this is a personal narrative
beautifully told of a journey traveled by an
indefatigable exile who while yearning for home
continued to question where as a citizen of both south
africa and the united states she belongs my south
africa she writes on her return in 1991 after the
release of nelson mandela how could i have imagined for
one instant that i could return to its beauty and not
its pain

South Africa
2016-06-17

before 1652 there were no labourers no workers no
servants and no servitude all that was was labour of



love black people worked their own farms they were
masters on their own right the african land and its
wealth gave our great grand parents the right to be
masters black children are the children of masters they
have the right to know that the great are only great
because we are on our knees they have the right to know
because knowledge is power they must know that horrible
accidents happened in south africa after 1652
historical accidents did occur historical accidents
which were deliberate and were designed to put the
destiny of a south african black child in suffering and
poverty forever then there was no poverty and no
million orphans there were million cattle and million
hectors of land there was human dignity the meaning of
which was freedom from fear hatred and poverty matsime
simon mohapi from the unbroken chains of apartheid
south africa

Race and Nation in Post-apartheid
South Africa
2000

with the help of discourse analysis and ideology
critique ellen wesemüller establishes a theoretical
framework to analyze african nationalism in apartheid
and post apartheid south africa following the
constructivist school of thought the study adopts the
assumption that nations are imagined communities which
are built on invented traditions it shows that
historically and analytically there are two distinct
concepts of nationalism constitutional and ethnic
nationalism these concepts can be retraced in south
africa where they form the central antagonism of black
political thought the study of post apartheid african
nationalism is placed in its historical perspective by
focusing on the major milestones of african national



congress discourse before and during apartheid it
demonstrates that throughout its history the anc was
characterized by the rivalry between concepts of
constitutional and ethnic nationalism while the former
concept found its counterpart in charterism the latter
was adopted by african nationalism though the anc in
its majority embraced charterism it continually played
with the appeal of an exclusive racial nationalism the
theoretical and historical contextualization of the
book allows for the investigation of the various
dimensions of current anc discourse on african
nationalism wesemüller analyses different concepts of
nationalism employed by the anc and compares these
models to those discussed in academic literature she
concludes that in post apartheid south africa the
historical dichotomy of africanist and charterist
nationalism persists within the anc while early
concepts of nationalism like mandela s rainbow nation
and mbeki s i am an african paid tribute to charterism
the discourses on the african renaissance and mbeki s
two nation address at least leave openings for
africanist interpretations furthermore the analysis
shows that nationalism is not only a product of
discourse but also one of material conditions the study
provides evidence that it is not only the anc that
hijacks african nationalism in order to mobilize their
electorate and push through unpopular policy choices
also there are compelling material reasons for some
south africans to adopt a nationalist agenda this is
demonstrated by the new black bourgeoisie that mediates
the gap between rich and poor as well as black and
white african nationalism in this regard serves to
legitimate domination and existing relations of
inequality it affirms an african elite while neither
uplifting the majority of african poor nor threatening
the material privileges of white south africans lastly
ellen wesemüller gives an outlook on the political
implications of a resurrected nationalism the effects



can be analyzed according to the two promises of
nationalism superiority over outsiders and equality
between insiders superiority in post apartheid south
africa is established over other african countries
immigrants and inner south african groups that are
considered foreign

Mapping My Way Home
2017-11-22

peeping through the reeds is a fictionalised story
about growing up coloured under apartheid in south
africa based on real events the story is told through
the frank and insider voice of musuva who narrates the
story of a girl tumelo the story draws on many
conversations with elders and provides spine chilling
insight into what enslavement colonialism class and
apartheid and the struggle for freedom did to people
and their mental health to families and to
relationships in south africa and celebrates a people s
deep resilience in their fight for human rights and
dignity though south africa has had a truth and
reconciliation commission after the end of apartheid
much of what is told in this book is little known
little acknowledged and little spoken about in spite of
the bottomless pain and loss endured through many
generations the story reflects the brave and enduring
spirit of the people of the cape peeping through the
reeds hopes to make its contribution to a further
understanding of unknown dimensions of south africa s
miraculous survival of a crime against humanity and the
necessity of the ongoing healing project for all south
africans today for those who would have visited south
africa and the cape for the world cup in 2010 or at any
other time in the past and also for those who hope to
do so in future this story hopes to help readers gain



an empathetic and rare insight into a little understood
genetically most diverse brutalised impoverished and
marginalised people who today inhabit an enchanting
landscape of the earth the southernmost region of the
continent of africa which is the closest to the south
pole in this story the reader gets to know of a place
and people of world significance to all humanity

The Unbroken Chains of Apartheid
2011

south africa is an example of a relatively successful
political transition nevertheless the first democratic
elections in 1994 did not change the systemic and
structural inequalities the socio economic legacies of
discrimination or the alienation of the different
population groups at the centre of this study is the
transformation potential of two formerly white
neighbourhoods in johannesburg norwood and orange grove
both neighbourhoods have experienced considerable
demographic changes and the various population groups
differ in terms of their expectations and their
willingness to adjust to the changes provoked by the
transition at the local level patterns of
discrimination and oppression continue spaces
opportunities and leverage of social networks engaged
in the community are influenced by the resources people
are able to access moreover cooperation is contested in
a context of pervasive inequality because there is no
incentive for privileged groups to change arrangements
that benefit them in this context of conflicting
interests and unequal access to power and resources
decentralisation and the promotion of participatory
structures in local communities are a problem and the
reliance on local networks as agents of development is
questionable



African Nationalism from Apartheid to
Post-Apartheid South Africa
2005-08-01

elusive equity chronicles south africas efforts to
fashion a racially equitable state education system
from the ashes of apartheid edward fiske and helen ladd
draw on previously unpublished data interviews with key
officials and visits to dozens of schools to describe
the changes made in school finance teacher assignment
policies governance curriculum higher education and
other areas

Peeping Through the Reeds
2010-08

there is a gap between the hope for improved social
conditions in post apartheid south africa and the grim
reality of black life there is especially striking for
south african children who face serious threats to
their health and development as a consequence of
poverty racism violence and residual social inequality
mandela s children presents the contrasting conditions
of hope and peril that characterize life in south
african families schools and communities using
empirical data and qualitative case studies the authors
analyze and discuss research on children s behavioral
emotional and academic development and how they are
influenced by community violence household poverty and
family functioning this discussion is balanced by one
that considers the competence health and resilience of
south african children



Apartheid, South African Naziism
1983

written with courage and conviction mark mathbane s
reveals the extraordinary memoir of growing up in a
world under apartheid b w photo insert copyright libri
gmbh all rights reserved

Transformation from Below?
2015-08-21

this volume examines the progress made toward greater
equality in south africa in spite of the conflicting
demands made by global capital and the population of
south africa on a weakened state structure
investigating such issues as african identities in the
cultural and historical context of globalization growth
and redistribution in south africa the social
reintegration of demobilized military personnel
policing in the post apartheid era the poverty
environment relationship and reproductive dynamics and
gender based violence this engaging volume provides
interdisciplinary scholars and students with varied
perspectives on the effects of globalization in post
apartheid south africa each chapter offers original
research and theory

Never on Our Knees
1985

this book draws on the south african experience to
develop a theory of race trouble with the central
observation that transformation in south africa has
reshaped patterns and practices of encounter and



exchange between historically defined race groups race
continues to feature prominently in these new forms of
social interaction and by participating in them south
africans are cast once again as racial subjects
advantaged or disadvantaged included or excluded
colonizers or colonized

For Their Triumphs and for Their
Tears
1975

on may 1 1977 twenty year old american paul kingery
arrived in apartheid era south africa as a missionary
what he saw shocked him and changed him into an
activist for oppressed groups he knew then that he was
seeing only part of the story of apartheid at a time
when the government limited free speech and action his
own actions to resist the visible aspects of apartheid
that he witnessed were the humble first attempts of a
youth but they set his life on a course as a change
agent promoting international peace by the time he
turned 60 history had provided him with details of the
rest of the story allowing him to weave that into his
experience as a youth start contrasts thus came into
sharper focus between the lives of whites and blacks
living in south africa in that era the causal chain of
separation bias discrimination violence revolution and
its aftermath is a warning for all places and eras

Elusive Equity
2004

has the south african post apartheid state been able to
achieve its stated goals what has been the relationship
between the process of educational reform and the



impact on the state of the constitution and other laws
this seminal book responds to these questions by
examining the development and implementation of post
apartheid social policy in south africa particularly in
relation to education

Mandela's Children
2013-11-26

this book comprises eight essays that consider the
politics and polemics of monuments in africa in the
wake of the rhodesmustfall movement in 2015 the removal
of the rhodes statue from uct main campus is the pivot
on which the discussion of monuments as heritage in
south africa turns it raised a number of questions
about the implementation of heritage policy and the
unequal deployment of memorials in the south african
and other postcolonial landscapes the essays in this
volume are written by authors coming from different
backgrounds and different disciplines they address
different aspects of this event and its aftermath
offering some intensive critique of existing monuments
analysing the successes of new initiatives meditating
on the visual resonances of all monuments and
attempting to map ways of moving forward

Kaffir Boy
1987

suggests a solution to the conflict in south africa by
offering a detailed plan for protecting the rights of
all south africans



Globalization and Post-apartheid
South Africa
2005

the preamble to the post apartheid south african
constitution states that south africa belongs to all
who live in it united in our diversity and promises to
lay the foundations for a democratic and open society
in which government is based on the will of the people
and every citizen is equally protected by law and to
improve the quality of life of all citizens this would
seem to commit the south african government to amongst
other things the implementation of policies aimed at
fostering a common sense of south african national
identity at societal dev opment and at reducing of
levels of social inequality however in the period of
more than a decade that has now elapsed since the end
of apartheid there has been widespread discontent with
regard to the degree of progress made in connection
with the realisation of these constitutional
aspirations the limits to liberation in the post
apartheid era has been a theme of much recent research
in the elds of sociology and political theory e g
luckham 1998 robins 2005a linguists have also paid
considerable attention to the south african situation
with the realisation that many of the factors that have
prevented and are continuing to prevent effective
progress towards the achievement of these
constitutional goals are linguistic in their origin

Race Trouble
2011-04-14

study of living conditions and working conditions of
black women woman workers under apartheid in south



africa r discusses the impact of migrant worker needs
and forced resettlement on family life the effect of
civil laws on marriage property ownership guardianship
of children social security etc women s legal status
and their role in trade unions traces their historical
political participation and current trends in political
opposition graphs photographs references statistical
tables

Before the Peace
2017-01-28

masculinities militarisation and the end conscription
campaign explores the gendered dynamics of apartheid
era south africa s militarisation and analyses the
defiance of compulsory military service by individual
white men and the anti apartheid activism of the white
men and women in the end conscription campaign ecc the
most significant white anti apartheid movement to
happen in south africa military conscription and
objection to it are conceptualised as gendered acts of
citizenship and premised on and constitutive of
masculinities conway draws upon a range of materials
and disciplines to produce this socio political study
sources include interviews with white men who objected
to military service in the south african defence force
sadf archival material including military intelligence
surveillance of the ecc ecc campaigning material press
reports and other pro state propaganda the analysis is
informed by perspectives in sociology international
relations history and from work on contemporary
militarised societies such as those in israel and
turkey this book also explores the interconnections
between militarisation sexuality race homophobia and
political authoritarianism



The State, Education, and Equity in
Post-apartheid South Africa
2002

marion keim maintains that through properly organized
sport south africans can learn to play together with
respect learn to all be on the same team and in the
process contribute to the building of a new south
africa

For Their Triumphs and For Their
Tears
1975

a revelatory account of israel s secret military
cooperation with apartheid south africa prior to the
six day war israel was the darling of the international
left but after its occupation of palestinian
territories in 1967 israel found itself isolated from
former allies and threatened anew by old enemies sasha
polakow suransky tells the full story of how israel s
booming arms industry and south africa s isolation led
to a hidden military alliance that grew deeper after
the likud party came to power in 1977 and continued
even after israel passed sanctions against south africa
in the late 1980s polakow suransky has uncovered
previously classified details of countless arms deals
conducted behind the backs of israel s diplomatic corps
and in violation of the united nations arms embargo
based on extensive archival research and interviews
with former generals and high level government
officials in both countries this book tells a troubling
story of cold war paranoia moral compromises and israel
s estrangement from the left from publisher description



Exchanging Symbols
2020-03-27

this poignant sad and sometimes funny story of a
liberal minded young man tells how he was raised in a
race unconscious home only to find himself serving in a
conservative right wing military pierre van blommestein
shares his incredible true story in carry on padre the
book gives insight into pierre s liberal religious
upbringing his personal view of the challenges of
apartheid his experiences as a chaplain during national
service and the following seventeen years as a reserve
forces chaplain the story is set over a period of
twenty five years from pierre leaving school in 1975
through the darkest years of the apartheid era in the
1980s and 1990s it includes the free elections in 1994
and reconstruction of the new south africa finally
ending with his emigration from south africa in 2000

After Apartheid
1987

boet said kevin there s a jazz somewhere down by the
assembly hall where okes can do what they smaak and i
hear from reliable sources that it s lekker down there
like most children of the 1970s and 1980s richard
poplak grew up obsessed with pop culture watching the
cosby show listening to guns n roses and quoting lines
from mad max movies were part of his everyday life but
in richard s country south africa censorship in the
newspapers military training at school and different
rules for different races were also just a part of
everyday life it was as richard says a different kind
of normal ja no man articulates what it was like to
live through apartheid as a white jewish boy in



suburban johannesburg told with extraordinary humour
and self awareness richard s story brings his gradual
understanding of the difference between his country and
the rest of the world vividly to life a startlingly
original memoir that veers sharply from the quotidian
to the bizarre and back again ja no man is an
enlightening darkly hilarious and at times disturbing
read

Language Policy and Nation-Building
in Post-Apartheid South Africa
2008-08-27

using a broad range of literature to examine the
political culture of white south africa peck finds both
a preoccupation with political issues and a dislike for
politics the literature examined ranges from south
african propaganda through a variety of bestsellers
adventure stories and mystery novels written by authors
such as wilbur smith and james mcclure to self
conscious literary works of the canonical white south
african authors such as alan paton andré brink and
nadine gordimer the study gives attention to anti
political features of the liberal tradition that
dominated south african writing and to the failure of
writers who undermined that tradition to generate a
more positive view of politics the morbid fascination
with politics that is found across the full spectrum of
creative writing is a reflection of the circumstances
in which writers found themselves but it is still a
worrisome feature of the white south african political
culture



For Their Triumphs & for Their Tears
1985

we are the poors follows the growth of the most
unexpected of these community movements beginning in
one township of durban linking up with community and
labor struggles in other parts of the country and
coming together in massive anti government protests at
the time of the un world conference against racism in
2001 it describes from the inside how the downtrodden
regain their dignity and create hope for a better
future in the face of a neoliberal onslaught and shows
the human faces of the struggle against the corporate
model of globalization in a third world country jacket

Apartheid
1986

anne marie singh offers a comprehensive account of
policing transformations in post apartheid south africa
themes addressed include the exercise of coercive
authority state and non state expertise in policing the
rationally choosing criminal and the importance of
developing an active and responsible citizenship

Masculinities, militarisation and the
End Conscription campaign
2017-10-03

Nation Building at Play
2003



The Unspoken Alliance
2010

Carry On Padre
2014-04-03

Ja, No, Man!
2007

A Morbid Fascination
1997-02-19

Post-apartheid South Africa,
Symposium
1986

We Are the Poors
2002-04

Policing and Crime Control in Post-
apartheid South Africa
2008
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